
 

Global economics 
New indicators provide deeper global macro insights

 New J.P.Morgan global PMI indices compiled by 

Markit provide insight into consumer and 

corporate sector trends, as well as capex and 

financial services insights 

 Consumer goods producers have enjoyed out-

performance over past five years, but consumer 

service providers have lagged behind 

The New Year sees the launch of new economic 

indicators designed to provide fresh insights into global 

economic trends. Markit, on behalf of J.P.Morgan, has 

developed new monthly PMI indices of global trends in 

various broad sub-sectors of manufacturing and 

services intended to specifically highlight the extents to 

which businesses, households, investment and the 

financial sector are driving the economy. 

Compiling the new indices 

The new indices are based on existing PMI survey 

data collected by Markit from over 30 countries, 

including all major developed and emerging nations 

(see appendix). Monthly data are available back to 

2009. The indices cover several key variables from 

output and orders through to employment, prices and 

inventories (see appendix). As with all PMI indices, an 

index value in excess of 50 signals an 

increase/improvement on the prior month while 

readings below 50 point to a decrease/deterioration. 

The data are presented in seasonally adjusted format. 

Each national survey panel is carefully constructed by 

Markit to accurately reflect the true structure of the 

economy and national data are weighted together 

according to each county’s contribution to global value 

added. 

We have developed three new manufacturing indices: 

consumer goods, investment goods and intermediate 

goods. The first covers producers of both durable and 

non-durable consumer goods, from food & drink to 

white and brown goods such as refrigerators and TVs. 

Investment goods data are based on responses from 

producers of machinery, plant and equipment, which 

will therefore cover a large proportion of global capital 

expenditure.  

Global manufacturing: output 

 

Global services: output 

 

 

Producers of intermediate goods are firms that supply 

inputs into the manufacturing process of other firms, 

such as car tyres, electronic components and 

packaging.  

In the service sector, we split out firms whose 

customers are predominantly households from those 

that serve corporate customers, with a third category of 

financial service providers such as banks and 

insurance companies also monitored. 

The industry sectors included in each new index is 

shown in the appendix. Some firms will naturally fall 

into two categories. Car firms for example provide 

vehicles to both households and companies, and 

hotels will cater to both holidaymakers as well as 
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corporate guests, and likewise a manufacturing 

company may also provide consulting or support 

services to its customers. These firms are either dealt 

with by collecting data from more than one 

representative of the company to cover the different 

markets, or determining (often in consultation with the 

company) which is the most appropriate sector to 

assign the company to.  

Interpreting the manufacturing data 

The sub-sector data broadly aggregate to the currently 

published J.P.Morgan Manufacturing and Services PMI 

indices, therefore helping to explain the monthly 

movements in these indicators. 

Looking at manufacturing, the new indices show that 

producers of consumer goods, which account for one-

third (32%) of global manufacturing value added, have 

been an important driver of the wider manufacturing 

recovery over much the past five years, especially 

during 2015. Low inflation, falling oil prices, resurgent 

real wage growth, higher employment and rising 

consumer confidence have all helped boost demand 

for consumer goods. Production of consumer goods 

also appears to be less cyclical than for other types of 

good (see chart). 

Production of investment goods (some 22% of global 

manufacturing value added) acts as a proxy for capex, 

and it was interesting to see output exceeding the 

average rate of expansion seen across total 

manufacturing in the early stages of the post-recession 

recovery, most likely reflecting pent up demand from 

the downturn. Since mid-2010, the data suggest that 

global capex spend has broadly followed the 

manufacturing cycle, with the exception of 2012, when 

global production of investment goods fell sharply, 

attributable in part to increased economic uncertainty 

at the time amid the spiralling eurozone crisis. 

Intermediate goods production is the largest of the 

three manufacturing sectors (accounting for 46% of 

global manufacturing value added) tends to fall to a 

greater extent than overall manufacturing output in 

times of weaker growth or downturns, possibly 

reflecting increased efforts by manufacturers to wind-

down inventory levels.  

Interpreting the services data 

The services PMI data are split into three sub-divisions, 

the largest of which is business services (accounting 

for almost two-thirds (64%) of services value added). 

Business services activity is highly correlated with 

manufacturing output (see chart), more so than the 

other two services sub-sectors, which highlights the 

dependence of certain services companies (personnel, 

transport, marketing etc) on the health of the 

manufacturing economy and to some extent illustrates 

why manufacturing remains an important bellwether of 

an economy’s health even in countries where goods 

production only accounts for a small proportion of GDP. 

Financial services, accounting for 17% of global 

services value added, generally correlate closely with 

the general economic cycle (see chart), albeit at times 

showing different levels of activity. Stronger financial 

services growth relative to the wider economy was 

seen consistently in the two years following mid-2011, 

for example.  

While consumer goods producers have enjoyed 

stronger-than-average manufacturing growth over the 

past five years, providers of consumer services 

(accounting for 20% of services value added) have 

seen a weaker pace of expansion and lagged overall 

services growth over the same period. Whereas goods 

producers have been able to woo consumers with 

lower prices, this has not been the case for service 

providers, whose costs are often largely related more 

to wages than commodity prices. 

Business services 

 

Financial services 

 

https://www.markiteconomics.com/Survey/PressRelease.mvc/cd6dcae194c34f2c826648ebf22552e7
https://www.markiteconomics.com/Survey/PressRelease.mvc/0985e879f82144f69e1e5528a996456b
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Broad data set 

While this note is primarily concerned with output 

trends, the survey data can also be used to analyse 

employment, pricing, order books, inventory and 

supply-chain performance. Employment growth, for 

example, has in recent months been strongest in 

consumer goods manufacturing and financial services. 

Meanwhile, new orders for intermediate goods has 

now fallen for two consecutive months, suggesting 

global manufacturers were reducing their demand for 

inputs at the end of 2015 (which corresponded with the 

steepest drop in inventories of manufacturing inputs for 

almost two years in December).  

On the price front, the discounting-led growth of 

consumer goods activity may be showing signs of 

ending soon, as prices changed by producers of 

consumer goods rose (albeit only modestly) at an 

increased rate in December, contrasting with price falls 

for investment and intermediate goods.  

Further information 

Further information on how to access the new 

J.P.Morgan PMI indices can be obtained by contacting 

economics@markit.com. 

 

Appendix Attached 

 

Global services: employment 

 

Global manufacturing: employment 
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Chief Economist 

Markit 
Tel: +44 207 260 2329 
Email: chris.williamson@markit.com 
Click here for more PMI and economic commentary. 
For further information, please visit www.markit.com 

Purchasing Managers' Index™ and PMI™ are either registered trade marks of Markit Economics Limited or licensed to Markit Economics Limited. 
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[bookmark: _Toc438111324]PMI Overview

Purchasing Managers’ IndexTM (PMITM) surveys have become key benchmark indicators of economic conditions in the world’s largest economies and emerging markets. Markit Economics conducts monthly surveys in the manufacturing, services, construction and retail sectors of over 30 economies worldwide, polling over 22,000 private sector companies. The survey results generate PMI data that track changes in variables such as output, new orders, inventories, employment and prices.

PMI surveys are based on fact, not opinion, and are the first indicators of economic conditions published each month. The data are collected using identical methods in all countries, so that international comparisons can be made between, for example, manufacturing in the United States and China by using the monthly data.

The indexes achieve considerable press coverage on a regular basis and are widely used by economic analysts in financial institutions, industry and commerce. Notably, central banks in the European Union, United States and Asia use PMI data to help guide monetary policy.

PMI surveys have established highly-regarded track records for accurately anticipating changes in economic conditions in key economies and regions, including the US, China, Japan, the United Kingdom and the eurozone.

[bookmark: _Toc438111325]Key benefits

PMI surveys have been developed in order to provide analysts with a useful and timely dataset which helps them to better understand economic conditions. In many cases, the advantages offered by PMI data overcome deficiencies in official economic data. These advantages include:

Frequent publication

PMI surveys are published monthly. National accounts data, from which the most comprehensive and important measure of economic activity – gross domestic product – is derived, are published only quarterly.

Timely publication

PMI surveys are published on a timely basis just after the reference period. In contrast, a significant period of time often elapses before official data are published. For GDP, the delay may be several months. PMI data provide figures several weeks in advance of comparable official monthly output data, and several months ahead of quarterly national accounts data.

Not subject to revision after first publication

Unadjusted PMI data are not revised after first publication. In comparison, official data are frequently subject to revision, and phrases such as ‘the economy grew faster than first thought’ remain commonplace in press articles and analysts’ briefing notes.

International comparability

PMI surveys are conducted internationally using a consistent methodology. By comparison, a further problem associated with official data is that not all statistical bodies compile data using identical methodologies. For example, a great deal of effort in terms of harmonization of methodologies was required among the national European statistics offices in order to obtain a consistent measure of eurozone GDP.
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[bookmark: _Toc438111327]Introduction

J.P.Morgan and Markit launched the Global PMI in 2003, creating a powerful set of monthly indicators tracking business trends across the global manufacturing and service sectors. A key advantage of the Global PMI is that, as a weighted average of national PMI data, the respective influences of each nation on global economic trends can be identified. The Global PMI Sectors are designed to further enhance this by providing greater insight into the performance of the world economy on a more detailed industry level.

The Global PMI Sector data will therefore provide corporate planners and decision makers, economic analysts, policy makers and investors with a powerful and unique database with which to monitor business cycles by industry. The dataset provides monthly indicators of business trends across variables such as output, order books, prices, inventories and employment. Sector trends can be tracked over time as well as the relative performance between sectors, allowing identification of key growth industries and the drivers within them.

[bookmark: _Toc438111328]Methodology

Each country PMI survey for the manufacturing or service sector (or a ‘whole economy’ survey), is based on questionnaire responses from panels of senior executives in over 400 companies. The survey panel is carefully recruited to accurately represent the true structure of that sector according to official economic statistics, and the ideal structure of the panel is reviewed on an annual basis.

SIC mapping and sector samples

To produce PMI data for each detailed Global PMI Sector, Markit’s database selects companies from each national PMI survey panel according to the definition of each sector. This is achieved by mapping Standard Industry Classification (SIC) codes to the Global PMI Sector classification. Each company that participates in a PMI survey is allocated a SIC code that best represents its business. Each Global Sector PMI definition is based on an appropriate selection of SIC codes. The total number of companies allocated to each sector is called the sector sample.

Calculation of PMI data

Sector PMI data are generated from the questionnaire responses of each sector sample. These are aggregated to form raw PMI data in the same way that standard PMI data are calculated. Respondents are asked to state whether business conditions for a number of variables have improved, deteriorated or stayed the same compared with the previous month. Diffusion indexes are calculated for each variable (the percentage of positive responses plus half the percentage of neutral responses). These indexes vary between 0 and 100 with levels of 50.0 signalling no change on the previous month. Readings above 50.0 signal an improvement or increase on the previous month. Readings below 50.0 signal a deterioration or decrease on the previous month. The greater the divergence from 50.0 the greater the rate of change signalled.

Weights

Individual company responses are weighted on the basis of that company’s country of origin. Country weights for each sector are derived from a combination of GDP data and detailed industry gross value added.

Seasonal adjustment

The PMI diffusion indexes are adjusted for seasonality using the X-12 program.

Additional methodological information

Additional information on the national PMI data can be obtained in appendix one at the end of this document. 


[bookmark: _Toc438111329]Sector coverage

[image: ]Global PMI Sector data are available for the following sectors:



Further details on the SIC mappings used to compile each of the Global PMI Sector definitions is available in appendix two at the end of this document.

[bookmark: _Toc438111330]Release schedule

Global PMI Sector data for consumer goods, intermediate goods and investment goods will be released to coincide with the publication of the main Global Manufacturing PMI at 1100 (New York) on the first working day of each month. 

Global PMI Sector data for business services, consumer services and financial services will subsequently be released to coincide with the publication of the main Global Services PMI at 1100 (New York) on the third working day of each month.

Releases may be delayed if related national PMI data releases are delayed due to public holidays.

The PMI data release calendar can be obtained from www.markiteconomics.com 

[bookmark: _Toc438111331]Data history

Global PMI Sector data are available from October 2009.
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[image: ]The sub-indices produced for each of the Global PMI Sectors is outlined below:

 

Further information on the questions asked for each of the indices is available in appendix three at the end of this document.
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Responses from the following national PMI surveys are included in the Global PMI Sectors:
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Austria Manufacturing

Brazil Manufacturing

Brazil Services

Canada Manufacturing

China Manufacturing

China Services

Czech Republic Manufacturing

Egypt Whole Economy

France Manufacturing

France Services

Germany Manufacturing

Germany Services

Greece Manufacturing

Holland Manufacturing

Hong Kong Whole Economy

India Manufacturing

India Services

Indonesia Manufacturing

Italy Manufacturing

Italy Services

Japan Manufacturing

Japan Services

Kenya Whole Economy

Lebanon Whole Economy

Malaysia Manufacturing

Mexico Manufacturing

Nigeria Whole Economy

Poland Manufacturing

Republic of Ireland Manufacturing

Republic of Ireland Services

Russia Manufacturing

Russia Services

Saudi Arabia Whole Economy

Singapore Whole Economy

South Africa Whole Economy

South Korea Manufacturing

Spain Manufacturing

Spain Services

Taiwan Manufacturing

Turkey Manufacturing

United Arab Emirates Whole Economy

United Kingdom Manufacturing

United Kingdom Services

United States of America Manufacturing

United States of America Services

Vietnam Manufacturing
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Manufacturing PMI™YesYesYesNoNoNo


Output \ Business ActivityYesYesYesYesYesYes


New Orders \ New BusinessYesYesYesYesYesYes


EmploymentYesYesYesYesYesYes


Backlogs of WorkYesYesYesYesYesYes


Input PricesYesYesYesYesYesYes


Output PricesYesYesYesYesYesYes


Quantity of PurchasesYesYesYesNoNoNo


Stocks of PurchasesYesYesYesNoNoNo


Stocks of Finished GoodsYesYesYesNoNoNo


New Export OrdersYesYesYesNoNoNo


Suppliers' Delivery TimesYesYesYesNoNoNo


Future Business ActivityNoNoNoYesYesYes
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Introduction 
 



Welcome to the Markit PMI™ data, compiled by 



Markit Economics. The following document 



provides a simple single source overview of 



Markit Economics, the Markit PMI survey 



methodology and the data produced. 



Markit Economics is a global provider of some 



of the world’s most influential business surveys, 



one example being the PMI.  



Our indicators are closely watched by the 



financial markets and help shape economic 



policy, by providing some of the earliest signals of 



economic performance. 



The surveys form a key source of business 



intelligence for participants operating in the ‘real’ 



economy. Our data are presented in a clear, 



jargon-free format, allowing a swift understanding 



of current economic trends. 



Purchasing Managers’ Index™ (PMI™) series 



are monthly economic surveys of carefully 



selected companies. They provide an advance 



signal of what is really happening in the private 



sector economy, by tracking variables such as 



output, new orders, employment and prices 



across key sectors. 



Before outlining the PMI methodology in greater 



detail, take a look at the charts to the right 



showing examples of the close relationship 



between the PMI survey indicators and official 



economic data. The PMI data – which are 



published earlier than the official data – clearly 



identify the turning points in the business cycle 



and closely track the rate of change in key 



economic variables such as gross domestic 



product (GDP). This proven track record is one of 



the many reasons why the PMI is so closely 



monitored. 
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Methodology 



What Markit Economics do and why we do it 



The PMI methodology was developed to resolve issues caused by the following deficiencies and 



weaknesses in many official economic indicators: 



— Inconsistent methodologies between nations and regions, making like-for-like comparisons between 



nations or regions difficult 



— Infrequent releases and delays in publication 



— Difficulties in providing coverage for  the whole economy 



— Frequent and ongoing revisions 



These problems mean decisions are often made on the basis of data that subsequently change, providing 



the potential for policy and investment allocation errors. 



The PMI methodology allows for rapid collection, processing, analysis and publication of data, providing a 



timely, accurate, reliable and internationally consistent series of global economic indicators. 



There are four key elements to the methodology: 



1. Standard questionnaire asked to key decision makers 



Companies asked questions covering output, demand, prices, employment 



Providing ‘grass roots’ level perspective on actual economic trends 



Designed to produce timely information ahead of official data 



2. Responses are provided  simply on the basis if levels are higher, the same or lower than in the prior 



month 



Allows rapid and accurate data collection 



Quantitative responses ensure hard economic data…based on fact NOT opinions 



3. Data are collected from structured panels, recruited and managed to ensure accurate representation of 



underlying economic structure 



Resulting indices are also weighted to further ensure accuracy and representation 



4. Underlying survey responses included in the indices are not revised after first publication 
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Creating Markit PMI Data 



The methodology for creating Markit PMI data flows through a number of stages, starting from the initial 



building of the panel, through data collection and calculation and then the final publication of the latest 



readings. The following diagram outlines the process. 



  



Panel Building & 
Management 



Data Collection 



Data Calculation 



Seasonal Adjustment 



Published Index 
Reading 



Weights 
Index 



Calculation 



REVIEW 



Weights, 



panel 



structure, 



data quality 



Panel is recruited to accurately 



represent the underlying structure of 



the sector as given by official GVA and 



company size data. 



 



Data are collected on a monthly basis. 



Relationships are built with panel 



members to ensure low ‘churn’. 



 



Raw ‘diffusion’ indices are calculated 



for the survey sub-indices, Data are 



weighted to ensure they are 



representative.  



 



Weighted raw diffusion indices are 



seasonally adjusted to account for 



expected seasonal variations.  
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Panel Building 



Structural economic indicators obtained from national statistics offices are used to construct a recruitment 



matrix by company size and sector contributions to overall sectoral gross value added (GVA). This matrix is 



then used to target recruitment of a representative sample of companies for the survey. The building of the 



panel may be undertaken either by an in-house panel manager at Markit Economics or by a country local 



agency.  



An example of a recruitment matrix is shown below: 



 



ISIC Service Sector Classification 1-19 Employees 20-249 Employees 250+ Employees Sector 
(%) 



Hotels & Restaurants 9 7 3 4 



Transport & Storage 8 15 18 8 



Post & Telecommunications 0 25 0 5 



Financial Intermediation 12 14 17 8 



Renting & Business Activity 98 108 87 58 



Other Services 24 28 34 17 



Total 151 197 163 100 



*Please note actual targets are more detailed by sector than illustrated 



(return to section Data Calculation) 



 



Data Collection 



Data are collected either by an in-house panel manager at Markit or by a country local agency. Companies 



are asked a standard sector-specific questionnaire on a monthly basis. Questions are of the form, using 



output as an example, of: 



“Is the level of output at your unit (in volume terms) higher, the same or lower than one month ago” 



Companies are also asked to provide reasons (freehand) for the response given. 



Data are usually collected during the middle two weeks of the month, so companies are asked to compare 



mid-month to mid-month. All responses are input into Markit Economics’ Polling Engine database for data 



calculation and weighting purposes. 



Details on the variables for which data are collected are included in section Coverage: Survey Indices 
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Data Calculation 



Individual company responses are weighted according to sector and company size contributions to overall 



sectoral gross value added based on the weighting matrix constructed in the same way as the recruitment 



matrix used when recruiting the panel. The weighting provides Markit Economics with the weighted 



proportions of companies responding up, the same and lower. 



The latest values for the sub-indices are then calculated using the following formula: 



 



INDEX VALUE = (% ‘up’) + (0.5 * (% ‘the same’)) + (0.0 * (% reporting ‘down’)) 



 



The resulting index values are therefore bounded between 0 (all companies respond lower) and 100 (all 



companies respond higher), with a theoretical no-change mark at 50 (all companies respond ‘the same’ or 



equal proportions respond up as do for down).  



The resulting index is called a diffusion index, with values above 50.0 signalling expansion and below 50.0 



indicating contraction. The distance from the 50 no-change mark signals the implied rate of change in the 



variable, the further from 50.0 the faster the rate of change indicated. 



 



Note on interpreting the index  



For example, take a movement in a PMI output sub-index from 55.0 in January to 52.5 in February. Although 



the level of the output index has fallen, it has nonetheless posted above 50.0 in both months. The correct 



interpretation is that the volume of output expanded in both January and February, but that the rate of 



increase was slower in February compared to January. 



Seasonal adjustment 



Markit PMI sub-indices are seasonally adjusted using a combination of the Census Bureau X-12 ARIMA 



method and an in-house method developed by Markit Economics incorporating past adjustment factors and 



additional information on observed seasonality provided from panel members’ responses. 
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Coverage: Nation 
Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) surveys are now available for more than 30 countries and for key regions 



including the Eurozone. Together these countries account for over 85% of global gross domestic product 



(GDP), providing a true, internationally consistent indication of global economic trends based on fact, not 



opinion. They are the most closely-watched business surveys in the world, favoured by central banks, 



financial markets and business decision makers for their ability to provide up-to-date, accurate and often 



unique monthly indicators of economic trends. 



Markit publishes PMI data for the following nations (correct at 30 June 2014): 



Austria 



Brazil 



Canada 



China 



Czech Republic 



Egypt 



France 



Germany 



Greece 



Hong Kong 



India 



Indonesia 



Italy 



Japan 



Lebanon 



Mexico 



Netherlands 



Poland 



Republic of Ireland 



Republic of Korea 



Russian Federation 



Saudi Arabia 



South Africa 



Spain 



Taiwan 



Turkey 



United Arab Emirates 



United Kingdom 



United States of America 



Vietnam 
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Coverage: Sector 
The following table outlines the manufacturing, services and whole economy surveys produced by Markit 



(correct as of 30 June 2014): 



Nation\Region PMI 



Manufacturing 
 



(Monthly) 



PMI 



Services 
 



(Monthly) 



PMI 



Whole Economy* 
of Composite** 



(Monthly) 



Outlook 



Manufacturing 
 



(Tri-annual) 



Outlook 



Services 
 



(Tri-annual) 



Outlook 



Composite** 
 



(Tri-annual) 



Global Y Y Y** Y Y Y** 



European Union 



   Eurozone  



      Germany 



      France 



      Italy 



      Spain 



      Netherlands 



      Austria 



      Ireland 



      Greece 



   Non-Eurozone EU 



      United Kingdom 



      Czech Republic 



      Poland 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



– 



– 



Y 



– 



 



Y 



– 



– 



Y** 



Y** 



Y** 



Y** 



Y** 



Y** 



– 



– 



Y** 



– 



 



Y** 



– 



– 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



– 



– 



Y 



– 



 



Y 



– 



– 



Y** 



Y** 



Y** 



Y** 



Y** 



Y** 



– 



– 



Y** 



– 



 



Y** 



– 



– 



Americas 



      USA  



      Canada 



      Mexico 



      Brazil   



 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



 



Y 



– 



– 



Y 



 



Y** 



– 



– 



Y** 



 



Y 



– 



– 



Y 



 



Y 



– 



– 



Y 



 



Y** 



– 



– 



Y** 



Asia 



      China  



      Japan 



      India 



      South Korea 



      Indonesia 



      Taiwan 



      Vietnam 



      Hong Kong   



 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



Y 



– 



 



Y 



Y 



Y 



– 



– 



– 



– 



– 



 



Y** 



Y** 



Y** 



– 



– 



– 



– 



Y** 



 



Y 



Y 



Y 



– 



– 



– 



– 



– 



 



Y 



Y 



Y 



– 



– 



– 



– 



– 



 



Y** 



Y** 



Y** 



– 



– 



– 



– 



– 



Middle East and Africa 



      Egypt  



      Saudi Arabia 



      UAE 



      South Africa 



      Lebanon   



 



– 



– 



– 



– 



– 



 



– 



– 



– 



– 



– 



 



Y* 



Y* 



Y* 



Y* 



Y* 



 



– 



– 



– 



– 



– 



 



– 



– 



– 



– 



– 



 



– 



– 



– 



– 



– 



Other 



      Russia  



      Turkey      



 



Y 



Y 



 



Y 



– 



 



Y** 



– 



 



Y 



– 



 



Y 



– 



 



Y** 



– 



Notes:  (*)  indicates whole economy survey covering manufacturing, services, construction and retail 



 (**) Indicates composite data based on weighted average of separate surveys for manufacturing and services 
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Sector coverage continued: 



In addition to the manufacturing and service sector PMI surveys, Markit also conducts surveys for 



construction (UK, Germany, France, Italy and Republic of Ireland), retail (Germany, France and Italy) and 



jobs (UK) in a number of nations. 



Coverage: Survey Indices 
The list of indices available for the manufacturing and service sector surveys is shown below. Reading 



across the columns of each row of the table shows the comparable index types for each sector and which 



indices for manufacturing and services are weighted together to calculate the composite readings.  



For example, the Manufacturing Output Index is the direct equivalent of the Services Business Activity Index 



and these two indices are weighted together to calculate the Composite Output Index. (Return to section 



Data Collection for more information on the weighting process). 



The headline index from each survey type is shown in bold text. 



Important clarification: The headline Composite Output Index is a weighted average of the headline 



Services Business Activity Index and the Manufacturing Output Index. The headline Manufacturing PMI is 



NOT used in the calculation of the Composite Output Index.  



Manufacturing Services
Composite                   



(manufacturing and services)



Output Business Activity Output



New Orders New Business New Orders



Employment Employment Employment



Input Prices Input Costs Input prices



Output Prices Output Prices Output Prices



Backlogs of Work Outstanding Business Backlogs of Work



Future Activity



Suppliers’ Delivery Times



Quantity of Purchases



Stocks of Purchases



Stocks of Finished Goods



New Export Orders



Purchasing Managers’ Index*
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The table below outlines the index coverage for the whole economy, construction and retail surveys: 



 



Whole Economy Construction Retail



Output Total Industry Activity Actual Sales (vs. one month ago)



New Orders New Orders



Employment Employment Employment



Overall Input Prices Input Prices Average Prices Paid



Output Prices



Backlogs of Work



New Export Orders



Quantity of Purchases Quantity of Purchases Value of Goods For Resale



Stocks of Purchases Stocks of Goods For Resale



Suppliers’ Delivery Times Suppliers’ Delivery Times



Purchase Prices



Staff Costs



Future Activity



Purchasing Managers’ Index*



Housing Activity



Commercial Activity



Civil Engineering Activity



Sub-contractor Use



Sub-contractor Availability



Sub-contractor Quality



Sub-contractor Rates Charged



Actual Sales (vs. one year ago)



Actual Sales vs. Plans



Expected Sales vs. Plans



Gross Margins
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Coverage: Survey Indices – Headline Indices 
For each survey type (manufacturing, services, whole economy, construction and retail), Markit Economics 



have defined a concept called the headline index. A headline index is the seasonally adjusted index within 



that survey which is most closely watched by the markets. The value of the headline index, unlike the values 



of other sub-indices, will appear on the press releases published by Markit Economics.  



The following indices are considered the headline index for each survey: 



Survey Type Headline Index 



Manufacturing 



 



Purchasing Managers’ Index™ (PMI™) 



Services 



 



Business Activity Index 



 



Whole Economy Purchasing Managers’ Index™ (PMI™) 



 



Construction 



 



Total Industry Activity Index 



 



Retail Actual Sales vs. One Month Ago Index 



For services, construction and retail, the headline index is therefore based on a single question asking if 



levels activity (or, in the case of retail, sales) are higher, the same or lower than in the previous month. 



For manufacturing and whole economy surveys, a separate derived index is assigned headline status. 



This index is called the Purchasing Managers’ Index™ (PMI™) and is calculated as a weighted average of 



the following sub-indices: 



Survey Type Headline Index 



New Orders 30% weight applied 



 



Output 



 



25% weight applied 



 



Employment 



 



20% weight applied  



 



Suppliers’ Delivery Times* 



 



15% weight applied 



 



Stocks of Purchases 10% weight applied 



* The Suppliers’ Delivery Times Index (SDTi) is inverted, i.e. 100-SDTi, when included in the headline PMI  
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Coverage: Survey Indices – Flash PMI Indices 
For certain nations and sectors, Markit Economics also produce a “flash” estimate approximately one week 



before final results are published. The flash estimate is calculated in exactly the same way as the final 



published data, except the sample is an early cut of the data comprising only 80%-85% of the final sample. 
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Global PMI Sector 


Definitions




Microsoft_Excel_Worksheet1.xlsx

Global PMI Consumer Goods


			SIC 2007			Description


			1011			Processing and preserving of meat


			1012			Processing and preserving of poultry meat


			1013			Production of meat and poultry meat products


			1020			Processing and preserving of fish, crustaceans and molluscs


			1031			Processing and preserving of potatoes


			1032			Manufacture of fruit and vegetable juice


			1039			Other processing and preserving of fruit and vegetables


			1041			Manufacture of oils and fats


			1042			Manufacture of margarine and similar edible fats


			1051			Operation of dairies and cheese making


			1052			Manufacture of ice cream


			1071			Manufacture of bread; manufacture of fresh pastry goods and cakes


			1072			Manufacture of rusks and biscuits; manufacture of preserved pastry goods and cakes


			1073			Manufacture of macaroni, noodles, couscous and similar farinaceous products


			1081			Manufacture of sugar


			1082			Manufacture of cocoa, chocolate and sugar confectionery


			1083			Processing of tea and coffee


			1084			Manufacture of condiments and seasonings


			1085			Manufacture of prepared meals and dishes


			1086			Manufacture of homogenised food preparations and dietetic food


			1089			Manufacture of other food products n.e.c.


			1092			Manufacture of prepared pet foods


			1101			Distilling, rectifying and blending of spirits


			1102			Manufacture of wine from grape


			1103			Manufacture of cider and other fruit wines


			1104			Manufacture of other non-distilled fermented beverages


			1105			Manufacture of beer


			1106			Manufacture of malt


			1107			Manufacture of soft drinks; production of mineral waters and other bottled waters


			1200			Manufacture of tobacco products


			1391			Manufacture of knitted and crocheted fabrics


			1392			Manufacture of made-up textile articles, except apparel


			1393			Manufacture of carpets and rugs


			1394			Manufacture of cordage, rope, twine and netting


			1395			Manufacture of non-wovens and articles made from non-wovens, except apparel


			1396			Manufacture of other technical and industrial textiles


			1399			Manufacture of other textiles n.e.c.


			1411			Manufacture of leather clothes


			1412			Manufacture of workwear


			1413			Manufacture of other outerwear


			1414			Manufacture of underwear


			1419			Manufacture of other wearing apparel and accessories


			1420			Manufacture of articles of fur


			1431			Manufacture of knitted and crocheted hosiery


			1439			Manufacture of other knitted and crocheted apparel


			1511			Tanning and dressing of leather; dressing and dyeing of fur


			1512			Manufacture of luggage, handbags and the like, saddlery and harness


			1520			Manufacture of footwear


			1811			Printing of newspapers


			1812			Other printing


			1813			Pre-press and pre-media services


			1814			Binding and related services


			1820			Reproduction of recorded media


			2041			Manufacture of soap and detergents, cleaning and polishing preparations


			2042			Manufacture of perfumes and toilet preparations


			2110			Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products


			2120			Manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations


			2640			Manufacture of consumer electronics


			2670			Manufacture of optical instruments and photographic equipment


			2751			Manufacture of electric domestic appliances


			2752			Manufacture of non-electric domestic appliances


			3091			Manufacture of motorcycles


			3092			Manufacture of bicycles and invalid carriages


			3099			Manufacture of other transport equipment n.e.c.


			3101			Manufacture of office and shop furniture


			3102			Manufacture of kitchen furniture


			3103			Manufacture of mattresses


			3109			Manufacture of other furniture


			3211			Striking of coins


			3212			Manufacture of jewellery and related articles


			3213			Manufacture of imitation jewellery and related articles


			3220			Manufacture of musical instruments


			3230			Manufacture of sports goods


			3240			Manufacture of games and toys


			3291			Manufacture of brooms and brushes


			3299			Other manufacturing n.e.c.








Global PMI Intermediate Goods


			SIC 2007			Description


			1061			Manufacture of grain mill products


			1062			Manufacture of starches and starch products


			1091			Manufacture of prepared feeds for farm animals


			1310			Preparation and spinning of textile fibres


			1320			Weaving of textiles


			1330			Finishing of textiles


			1610			Sawmilling and planing of wood


			1621			Manufacture of veneer sheets and wood-based panels


			1622			Manufacture of assembled parquet floors


			1623			Manufacture of other builders' carpentry and joinery


			1624			Manufacture of wooden containers


			1629			Manufacture of other products of wood; manufacture of articles of cork, straw and plaiting materials


			1711			Manufacture of pulp


			1712			Manufacture of paper and paperboard


			1721			Manufacture of corrugated paper and paperboard and of containers of paper and paperboard


			1722			Manufacture of household and sanitary goods and of toilet requisites


			1723			Manufacture of paper stationery


			1724			Manufacture of wallpaper


			1729			Manufacture of other articles of paper and paperboard


			2011			Manufacture of industrial gases


			2012			Manufacture of dyes and pigments


			2013			Manufacture of other inorganic basic chemicals


			2014			Manufacture of other organic basic chemicals


			2015			Manufacture of fertilisers and nitrogen compounds


			2016			Manufacture of plastics in primary forms


			2017			Manufacture of synthetic rubber in primary forms


			2020			Manufacture of pesticides and other agrochemical products


			2030			Manufacture of paints, varnishes and similar coatings, printing ink and mastics


			2051			Manufacture of explosives


			2052			Manufacture of glues


			2053			Manufacture of essential oils


			2059			Manufacture of other chemical products n.e.c.


			2060			Manufacture of man-made fibres


			2211			Manufacture of rubber tyres and tubes; retreading and rebuilding of rubber tyres


			2219			Manufacture of other rubber products


			2221			Manufacture of plastic plates, sheets, tubes and profiles


			2222			Manufacture of plastic packing goods


			2223			Manufacture of builders’ ware of plastic


			2229			Manufacture of other plastic products


			2311			Manufacture of flat glass


			2312			Shaping and processing of flat glass


			2313			Manufacture of hollow glass


			2314			Manufacture of glass fibres


			2319			Manufacture and processing of other glass, including technical glassware


			2320			Manufacture of refractory products


			2331			Manufacture of ceramic tiles and flags


			2332			Manufacture of bricks, tiles and construction products, in baked clay


			2341			Manufacture of ceramic household and ornamental articles


			2342			Manufacture of ceramic sanitary fixtures


			2343			Manufacture of ceramic insulators and insulating fittings


			2344			Manufacture of other technical ceramic products


			2349			Manufacture of other ceramic products


			2351			Manufacture of cement


			2352			Manufacture of lime and plaster


			2361			Manufacture of concrete products for construction purposes


			2362			Manufacture of plaster products for construction purposes


			2363			Manufacture of ready-mixed concrete


			2364			Manufacture of mortars


			2365			Manufacture of fibre cement


			2369			Manufacture of other articles of concrete, plaster and cement


			2370			Cutting, shaping and finishing of stone


			2391			Production of abrasive products


			2399			Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products n.e.c.


			2410			Manufacture of basic iron and steel and of ferro-alloys


			2420			Manufacture of tubes, pipes, hollow profiles and related fittings, of steel


			2431			Cold drawing of bars


			2432			Cold rolling of narrow strip


			2433			Cold forming or folding


			2434			Cold drawing of wire


			2441			Precious metals production


			2442			Aluminium production


			2443			Lead, zinc and tin production


			2444			Copper production


			2445			Other non-ferrous metal production


			2446			Processing of nuclear fuel


			2451			Casting of iron


			2452			Casting of steel


			2453			Casting of light metals


			2454			Casting of other non-ferrous metals


			2550			Forging, pressing, stamping and roll-forming of metal; powder metallurgy


			2561			Treatment and coating of metals


			2562			Machining


			2571			Manufacture of cutlery


			2572			Manufacture of locks and hinges


			2573			Manufacture of tools


			2591			Manufacture of steel drums and similar containers


			2592			Manufacture of light metal packaging


			2593			Manufacture of wire products, chain and springs


			2594			Manufacture of fasteners and screw machine products


			2599			Manufacture of other fabricated metal products n.e.c.


			2611			Manufacture of electronic components


			2612			Manufacture of loaded electronic boards


			2680			Manufacture of magnetic and optical media


			2711			Manufacture of electric motors, generators and transformers


			2712			Manufacture of electricity distribution and control apparatus


			2720			Manufacture of batteries and accumulators


			2731			Manufacture of fibre optic cables


			2732			Manufacture of other electronic and electric wires and cables


			2733			Manufacture of wiring devices


			2740			Manufacture of electric lighting equipment


			2790			Manufacture of other electrical equipment








Global PMI Investment Goods


			SIC 2007			Description


			2511			Manufacture of metal structures and parts of structures


			2512			Manufacture of doors and windows of metal


			2521			Manufacture of central heating radiators and boilers


			2529			Manufacture of other tanks, reservoirs and containers of metal


			2530			Manufacture of steam generators, except central heating hot water boilers


			2540			Manufacture of weapons and ammunition


			2620			Manufacture of computers and peripheral equipment


			2630			Manufacture of communication equipment


			2651			Manufacture of instruments and appliances for measuring, testing and navigation


			2652			Manufacture of watches and clocks


			2660			Manufacture of irradiation, electromedical and electrotherapeutic equipment


			2811			Manufacture of engines and turbines, except aircraft, vehicle and cycle engines


			2812			Manufacture of fluid power equipment


			2813			Manufacture of other pumps and compressors


			2814			Manufacture of other taps and valves


			2815			Manufacture of bearings, gears, gearing and driving elements


			2821			Manufacture of ovens, furnaces and furnace burners


			2822			Manufacture of lifting and handling equipment


			2823			Manufacture of office machinery and equipment (except computers and peripheral equipment)


			2824			Manufacture of power-driven hand tools


			2825			Manufacture of non-domestic cooling and ventilation equipment


			2829			Manufacture of other general-purpose machinery n.e.c.


			2830			Manufacture of agricultural and forestry machinery


			2841			Manufacture of metal forming machinery


			2849			Manufacture of other machine tools


			2891			Manufacture of machinery for metallurgy


			2892			Manufacture of machinery for mining, quarrying and construction


			2893			Manufacture of machinery for food, beverage and tobacco processing


			2894			Manufacture of machinery for textile, apparel and leather production


			2895			Manufacture of machinery for paper and paperboard production


			2896			Manufacture of plastics and rubber machinery


			2899			Manufacture of other special-purpose machinery n.e.c.


			2910			Manufacture of motor vehicles


			2920			Manufacture of bodies (coachwork) for motor vehicles; manufacture of trailers and semi-trailers


			2931			Manufacture of electrical and electronic equipment for motor vehicles


			2932			Manufacture of other parts and accessories for motor vehicles


			3011			Building of ships and floating structures


			3012			Building of pleasure and sporting boats


			3020			Manufacture of railway locomotives and rolling stock


			3030			Manufacture of air and spacecraft and related machinery


			3040			Manufacture of military fighting vehicles


			3250			Manufacture of medical and dental instruments and supplies








Global PMI Business Services


			SIC 2007			Description


			4920			Freight rail transport


			4941			Freight transport by road


			4942			Removal services


			4950			Transport via pipeline


			5010			Sea and coastal passenger water transport


			5020			Sea and coastal freight water transport


			5040			Inland freight water transport


			5110			Passenger air transport


			5121			Freight air transport


			5122			Space transport


			5210			Warehousing and storage


			5221			Service activities incidental to land transportation


			5222			Service activities incidental to water transportation


			5223			Service activities incidental to air transportation


			5224			Cargo handling


			5229			Other transportation support activities


			5310			Postal activities under universal service obligation


			5320			Other postal and courier activities


			5621			Event catering activities


			5629			Other food service activities


			5811			Book publishing


			5812			Publishing of directories and mailing lists


			5813			Publishing of newspapers


			5814			Publishing of journals and periodicals


			5819			Other publishing activities


			5821			Publishing of computer games


			5829			Other software publishing


			6190			Other telecommunications activities


			6201			Computer programming activities


			6202			Computer consultancy activities


			6203			Computer facilities management activities


			6209			Other information technology and computer service activities


			6311			Data processing, hosting and related activities


			6312			Web portals


			6399			Other information service activities n.e.c.


			6810			Buying and selling of own real estate


			6820			Renting and operating of own or leased real estate


			6832			Management of real estate on a fee or contract basis


			6910			Legal activities


			6920			Accounting, bookkeeping and auditing activities; tax consultancy


			7010			Activities of head offices


			7021			Public relations and communication activities


			7022			Business and other management consultancy activities


			7111			Architectural activities


			7112			Engineering activities and related technical consultancy


			7120			Technical testing and analysis


			7211			Research and experimental development on biotechnology


			7219			Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and engineering


			7220			Research and experimental development on social sciences and humanities


			7311			Advertising agencies


			7312			Media representation


			7320			Market research and public opinion polling


			7410			Specialised design activities


			7420			Photographic activities


			7430			Translation and interpretation activities


			7490			Other professional, scientific and technical activities n.e.c.


			7711			Renting and leasing of cars and light motor vehicles


			7712			Renting and leasing of trucks


			7731			Renting and leasing of agricultural machinery and equipment


			7732			Renting and leasing of construction and civil engineering machinery and equipment


			7733			Renting and leasing of office machinery and equipment (including computers)


			7734			Renting and leasing of water transport equipment


			7735			Renting and leasing of air transport equipment


			7739			Renting and leasing of other machinery, equipment and tangible goods n.e.c.


			7740			Leasing of intellectual property and similar products, except copyrighted works


			7810			Activities of employment placement agencies


			7820			Temporary employment agency activities


			7830			Other human resources provision


			7990			Other reservation service and related activities


			8010			Private security activities


			8020			Security systems service activities


			8030			Investigation activities


			8110			Combined facilities support activities


			8121			General cleaning of buildings


			8122			Other building and industrial cleaning activities


			8129			Other cleaning activities


			8130			Landscape service activities


			8211			Combined office administrative service activities


			8219			Photocopying, document preparation and other specialised office support activities


			8220			Activities of call centres


			8230			Organisation of conventions and trade shows


			8291			Activities of collection agencies and credit bureaus


			8292			Packaging activities


			8299			Other business support service activities n.e.c.


			9511			Repair of computers and peripheral equipment


			9512			Repair of communication equipment








Global PMI Consumer Services


			SIC 2007			Description


			4910			Passenger rail transport, interurban


			4931			Urban and suburban passenger land transport


			4932			Taxi operation


			4939			Other passenger land transport n.e.c.


			5030			Inland passenger water transport


			5510			Hotels and similar accommodation


			5520			Holiday and other short-stay accommodation


			5530			Camping grounds, recreational vehicle parks and trailer parks


			5590			Other accommodation


			5610			Restaurants and mobile food service activities


			5630			Beverage serving activities


			5911			Motion picture, video and television programme production activities


			5912			Motion picture, video and television programme post-production activities


			5913			Motion picture, video and television programme distribution activities


			5914			Motion picture projection activities


			5920			Sound recording and music publishing activities


			6010			Radio broadcasting


			6020			Television programming and broadcasting activities


			6391			News agency activities


			6831			Real estate agencies


			7500			Veterinary activities


			7721			Renting and leasing of recreational and sports goods


			7722			Renting of video tapes and disks


			7729			Renting and leasing of other personal and household goods


			7911			Travel agency activities


			7912			Tour operator activities


			8510			Pre-primary education


			8520			Primary education


			8531			General secondary education


			8532			Technical and vocational secondary education


			8541			Post-secondary non-tertiary education


			8542			Tertiary education


			8551			Sports and recreation education


			8552			Cultural education


			8553			Driving school activities


			8559			Other education n.e.c.


			8560			Educational support activities


			8610			Hospital activities


			8621			General medical practice activities


			8622			Specialist medical practice activities


			8623			Dental practice activities


			8690			Other human health activities


			8710			Residential nursing care activities


			8720			Residential care activities for learning disabilities, mental health and substance abuse


			8730			Residential care activities for the elderly and disabled


			8790			Other residential care activities


			8810			Social work activities without accommodation for the elderly and disabled


			8891			Child day-care activities


			8899			Other social work activities without accommodation n.e.c.


			9001			Performing arts


			9002			Support activities to performing arts


			9003			Artistic creation


			9004			Operation of arts facilities


			9101			Library and archive activities


			9102			Museum activities


			9103			Operation of historical sites and buildings and similar visitor attractions


			9104			Botanical and zoological gardens and nature reserve activities


			9200			Gambling and betting activities


			9311			Operation of sports facilities


			9312			Activities of sport clubs


			9313			Fitness facilities


			9319			Other sports activities


			9321			Activities of amusement parks and theme parks


			9329			Other amusement and recreation activities


			9521			Repair of consumer electronics


			9522			Repair of household appliances and home and garden equipment


			9523			Repair of footwear and leather goods


			9524			Repair of furniture and home furnishings


			9525			Repair of watches, clocks and jewellery


			9529			Repair of other personal and household goods


			9601			Washing and (dry-)cleaning of textile and fur products


			9602			Hairdressing and other beauty treatment


			9603			Funeral and related activities


			9604			Physical well-being activities


			9609			Other personal service activities n.e.c.








Global PMI Financial Services


			SIC 2007			Description


			6411			Central banking


			6419			Other monetary intermediation


			6420			Activities of holding companies


			6430			Trusts, funds and similar financial entities


			6491			Financial leasing


			6492			Other credit granting


			6499			Other financial service activities, except insurance and pension funding, n.e.c.


			6511			Life insurance


			6512			Non-life insurance


			6520			Reinsurance


			6530			Pension funding


			6611			Administration of financial markets


			6612			Security and commodity contracts brokerage


			6619			Other activities auxiliary to financial services, except insurance and pension funding


			6621			Risk and damage evaluation


			6622			Activities of insurance agents and brokers


			6629			Other activities auxiliary to insurance and pension funding


			6630			Fund management activities
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PMI Survey 


Questions







 



 



PMI Survey Methodology 
Purchasing managers form a near ideal survey sample 
base, having access to information often denied to 
many other managers. Due to the nature of their job 
function, it is important that purchasing managers are 
among the first to know when trading conditions, and 
therefore company performance, change for the better 
or worse. Markit therefore uses such executives to 
produce data on business conditions.  



In each country, a panel of purchasing managers is 
carefully selected by Markit, designed to accurately 
represent the true structure of the chosen sector of the 
economy as determined by official data. Generally, 
value added data are used at two-digit SIC level, with a 
further breakdown by company size analysis where 
possible. The survey panels therefore replicate in 
miniature the actual economy. A weighting system is 
also incorporated into the survey database that 
weights each response by company size and the 
relative importance of the sector in which that company 
operates.  



Particular effort is made to achieve monthly survey 
response rates of around 80%, ensuring that an accurate 
picture of business conditions is recorded over time.  



Data are collected in the second half of each month via 
mail, email, web, fax and phone. 



A key feature of the PMI surveys is that they ask only 
for factual information. They are not surveys of 
opinions, intentions or expectations and the data 
therefore represent the closest one can get to “hard 
data” without asking for actual figures from companies. 
Questions asked relate to key variables such as output, 
new orders, prices and employment. Questions take 
the form of up/down/same replies. For example, “Is 
your company’s output higher, the same or lower than 
one month ago?” 



Respondents are asked to take expected seasonal 
influences into account when considering their replies.  



For each main survey question, respondents are asked 
to provide a reason for any change on the previous 
month, if known. This assists not only the 
understanding of variable movement but also in the 
seasonal process seasonal process when X12 cannot 
be used. 



MANUFACTURING QUESTIONNAIRES 



The following questions are asked of respondents 
participating in the PMI manufacturing surveys: 



Output 



The volume of units produced this month compared 
with the situation one month ago (based on 
respondent’s definition). 



New Orders 



The level of new orders received (in units, not money) 
this month compared with the situation one month ago. 
Domestic and export orders are included in this 
definition. 



New Export Orders 



The level of new orders received which will require 
shipment across the national border (in units, not 
money) this month compared with the situation one 
month ago. 



Backlogs of Orders 



The level of unfinished sales orders, i.e. sales orders 
not yet started or not yet completed (in units, not 
money) this month compared with the situation one 
month ago. 



Quantity of Purchases 



The volume or number of items purchased this month 
compared with the situation one month ago. 



Stocks of Purchases 



The level of inventory of materials purchased (in units, 
not money) this month compared with the situation one 
month ago.  



Stocks of Finished Goods  



The level of finished product which has come off the 
production line and is awaiting shipment/sales (in units, 
not money) this month compared with the situation one 
month ago. 



Employment 



The level of full time employment this month compared 
with the situation one month ago.  For the purpose of 
calculation it is agreed that two part time employees 



 











 
 



should be treated as one full time employee.  Seasonal 
hiring of employees is excluded in this definition. 



Input Prices 



Average prices of all goods purchased (volume 
weighted) this month compared with the situation one 
month ago. 



Output Prices 



Average selling prices of all goods produced (volume 
weighted) this month compared with the situation one 
month ago. 



Suppliers’ Delivery Times 



The average length of time agreed to deliver the goods 
this month compared with the situation one month ago. 
For the majority of the surveys covered on PMIP, the 
interpretation of the Suppliers’ Delivery Times Index is 
a reading above 50.0 signals shorter average lead-
times, below 50.0 signals longer average lead-times 
and a reading of 50.0 signals no change in average 
lead-times. 
 



PMI (PURCHASING MANAGERS’ INDEX) 



The PMI (Purchasing Managers’ Index) is a summary 
composite index based on the seasonally adjusted 
diffusion indices for five of the manufacturing survey 
indicators, each of which is assigned with specific 
weights as shown below.  



New orders   0.30 



Output    0.25 



Employment   0.20 



Suppliers’ delivery times* 0.15 



Stocks of purchases  0.10 



* The Suppliers’ Delivery Times Index is inverted in the 
above calculation. 
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SERVICES PMI 



The Services PMI is a phrase sometimes used to refer 
to the Business Activity Index – the headline index from 
the Markit service sector reports. This series is not a 
weighted composite index like the Manufacturing PMI, 
rather it is an index designed to measure changes in 
total services business activity. The index is derived 
from the question that asks respondents to compare the 
level of total services activity with the situation one 
month ago.    



 



SERVICES INDEXES 



Markit’s national services surveys use identical 
methodologies and collect data to produce the following 
seven indexes: 



 



• Service Sector Business Activity Index 



• Service Sector New Business Index 



• Service Sector Outstanding Business Index 



• Service Sector Input Prices Index 



• Service Sector Prices Charged Index 



• Service Sector Employment Index 



• Service Sector Business Activity Expectations 
Index 



 



SERVICES QUESTIONNAIRE 



The following questions are asked of respondents 
participating in the PMI service sector surveys: 



 



Business Activity 



The direct equivalent of manufacturing output. The level 
of business activity (as defined by respondent) this 
month compared with the situation one month ago. 



Incoming New Business 



The direct equivalent of manufacturing new orders. The 
level of incoming new business received (in units, not 
money) this month compared with the situation one 
month ago. 



Outstanding Business 



The direct equivalent of manufacturing backlogs of work. 
The level of unfinished sales orders or work outstanding, 
i.e. sales orders not yet started or not yet completed (in 



units, not money) this month compared with the situation 
one month ago. 



Employment 



The level of full time employment (in units, not money) 
this month compared with the situation one month ago.  
For the purpose of calculation it is agreed that two part 
time employees should be treated as one full time 
employee.  Seasonal hiring of employees is excluded in 
this definition. 



Input Prices 



Average prices of all inputs (volume weighted) this 
month compared with the situation one month ago. 
Purchases of goods and services, staff costs, rents etc. 
are all included. 



Prices Charged 



The direct equivalent of manufacturing output prices. 
Average prices charged for all services (volume 
weighted) this month compared with the situation one 
month ago. 



Business Expectations 



Whether business activity levels will be higher, the same 
or lower than current levels in 12 months’ time. 
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CONSTRUCTION PMI 



Unlike the Manufacturing PMI, the Construction PMI is 
not a weighted composite index. Rather, it is a 
seasonally adjusted index designed to measure total 
construction activity. The index is derived from the 
question that asks respondents to compare the level of 
total construction activity with the situation one month 
ago.    



 



CONSTRUCTION QUESTIONNAIRES 



The following questions are asked of respondents 
participating in the PMI construction surveys: 



 



Total Construction Activity 



Total construction activity compared with the situation 
one month ago, with respondents asked to provide a 
breakdown for the following three types of activity: 



• Housing 



• Commercial  



• Civil Engineering 



 



Sub-contracting 



Respondents are asked to compare the current situation 
for the following four variables with the situation one 
month ago: 



• Sub-contractor usage 



• Quality of sub-contractors 



• Availability of sub-contractors 



• Rates charged by sub-contractors 



 



 



New Orders 



The level of new orders received (in units, not money) 
this month compared with the situation one month ago.  
Domestic and export orders are included in this 
definition. 



Quantity of Purchases 



The volume or number of items purchased this month 
compared with the situation one month ago. 



Employment 



The level of full time employment this month compared 
with the situation one month ago.  For the purpose of 
calculation it is agreed that two part time employees 
should be treated as one full time employee.  Seasonal 
hiring of employees is excluded in this definition. 



Input Prices 



Average prices of all goods purchased (volume 
weighted) this month compared with the situation one 
month ago. 



Suppliers’ Delivery Times 



The average length of time agreed to deliver the goods 
this month compared with the situation one month ago. 



Business Expectations 



Whether business activity levels will be higher, the same 
or lower than current levels in 12 months’ time. 



 



 



 



 



 



  
 



For further information, please visit www.markit.com
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